G’s

WAR

Today is May 28, 2012, Memorial Day in the United States of America.
It is America’s day to stop and thank those American warriors that
fought for a better American future. As this author lives in America and
respects this day of honor and with readership being of many nations
this country once fought it is sometimes difficult to pen a writing that
addresses the readers of the world. Okay, I did not lie but I also did not
tell the truth. This author has an honored respect and belief for God
and with that a gift of fat finger typing where the fingers follow the
thoughts of God. Each one has the gift, let belief guide and follow God’s
path.
All wars except one could potentially not have occurred or can be
avoided if the pen was/is precisely applied and the reader precisely
understood/understands, here is where diplomacy’s writing failed/will
fail, and war became/becomes inevitable. Many blame the nations of the
war by their titles as a nation but in reality it was not that of the
governments but that of a few individuals within the government, that
in most if not all was the cause.
The New York Times on May 27, 2012 published an article titled
“Public Pensions Faulted for Bets on Rosy Returns” penned by Mary
Williams Walsh and Danny Hakim1 which states a leader of California
Public Employees’ Retirement System (Calpers) was aware that
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reliance upon unrealistic inflated profit returns could potentially
subject California Counties to bankruptcy. Per the article, Calpers
trustee’s failed to heed the warning. While on the subject of collateral
value, one must consider that Greece’s collateral value securing its loan
from the European Central Bank under the current conditions reflects
that Greece’s current collateral may have a value of less worth that at
the time of issue. One must also consider Spain’s and Portugal’s value
of collateral along with the many other nations who’s faith is backing
the collateral for the loan the United States Federal Bank made to the
European Central Bank. Whether countries exit or fail the Euro or
austerity is implemented that is not achievable, the collateral backing
the US Fed Reserves loan may have been reduced in value. Why has
this not been publically reported?
Why have not the issues been reported in the news as a whole? Very
simple, to obtain the knowledge in one area to allow one to advance to a
level of living in security requires dedication to that area of knowledge
severely restricts one from being learned in many areas. Was it by
design? In this author’s opinion, partially by trial and error and
adjusting in accordance with the principles of the Banks Manifesto
which follows the principles of Sun Tzu’s “Art of War”.
For a military to execute an action, the military would need to have
confirmation that such action is warranted before dedicating resources
to such action. Many of those of media run to those analyst and
economists that are specialized in the respected field and fail to realize
that the so-called expert is only commenting on a portion of the facts

one is knowledgeable of and the secondary comments as unverified as
they are considered for the media confirmation of fact. Error, does not
compute. Media has another fault; normally media reports news as that
of what has happened, but in this latest war of Good God against Evil
Satan, there are those within the media that appear to be attempting to
deceive one from knowing the truth.
In short, it is not the bricks that are bad but of that mortar that binds
them. Forget not, God was the architect of all. And we, as engineered
machines are/(should be) guided by the architect.
This author not only expresses his thanks to the Soldiers of the United
States but to that of all Soldiers that have fought with God.

Gold or God Satan or God
The greatest gift God gave: choice.

So Mot It Be
Okiee, which war was not avoidable, Satan versus God.

